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BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. T. A. SPRINGIER at the meeting of April 27, 1974) 
The purpose of this note is to connect a theorem on modular p-groups, 
as done in [2], with a theorem of SEITZ and WRIQHT [l]. 
In [2] we proved the 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a non-abelian finite modular p-group, pf 2. 
Then P contrtins a characteristic maximal subgroup. 
In [l] SEITZ and WRIGHT proved 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime and let P be a finite non-abelian 
modular p-group. Then P has characteristic subgroups PI and PZ with 
Q(P) C PI C Pp such that the full automorphism group of P centralizes 
P2/Pl. 
We give here the precise information how one can find such a cen- 
tralized factor, thereby obtaining an independent and more precise 
statement of the theorem of Seitz and Wright. 
The notations and conventions are those of the papers [I] and [2]. 
We will use: [x, y] =q& y-i. 
Remark that Exp (P)>@ when P is a non-abelian modular p-group. 
Throughout this paper all groups will be finite. 
When N a G, then we denote by Or:(H) the inverse image of the 
group H C G/N under the canonical map G -+ G/N. Observe that Or:(H) 
is characteristic in G, if N is characteristic in G and H is characteristic 
in G/N as well. 
$ 1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
The statement of the theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM. Let P be a non-abelian modular finite p-group, p# 2. Let 
K be a characteristic subgroup of P, such that K is properly contained 
in P’K and such that P’K/K is the minimal characteristic subgroup of 
P/K. (Notice that such a group K exists and that K may consist of the 
trivial element alone). Write PI = P/K. Let Exp (PI) =pa. 
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Then the following properties hold: 
a. There exists an element t and an abelian normal subgroup N of 
Pi such that Pi = (N, t), t&-l= b I+@ for any b E N, 8 some positive integer 
( > 1) not depending on the element b E N, and where Pi’ is elementary 
abelian. 
b. If Exp (N)]p+-1, then O$(&-i(Pi)) is a characteristic maximal 
subgroup of P, Ori(Z(P1)) is a characteristic subgroup of P and of index 
pa in P (thus Ori(Z(P1)) Z Q(P)), and the full automorphism group of 
P centralizes 0&$2,4(P~))/Or~(Z(P~)). 
c. If Exp (N)=p”, then, if PI’ is cyclic (hence of prime order) and 
also &--~(PI)=PI’, the same statements as under b) hold. 
d. If Exp (N)=p”, then, if PI’ is not cyclic or if &-~(PI)zPI’, the 
group O&((N, tr}) is a characteristic maximal subgroup of P such that 
P/O&(X tp)) is centralized by the full automorphism group of P. 
$ 2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof of the theorem mentioned above runs as follows: 
a. Since PI is a non-abelian modular p-group, the structure of PI is 
clear by the work of NAPOLITANI and IWASAWA. See [2]. 
b. PI’ does not contain proper characteristic subgroups of PI by 
construction. As PI is a regular p-group in Hall’s sense and since PI’ 
is elementary abelian it follows that 
a%-l(P1) = (g-lg E Pl) = {gqg E Pl}, 
and that, since any XE PI is of the form ttn, n E N, we have xr”-‘= 
= (ti n)rn-l = tQ”-l np”-l = tQ+l; here we used also that Exp (N)l pa--l. Thus 
&-~(PI) = (tp”-‘) is a cyclic characteristic subgroup of order p of PI. 
Hence CL~(PI) = PI’ is cyclic of order p. The group S~,-I(PI) (being equal 
to (N, tp) in this case) is a characteristic maximal subgroup of PI. Let 
ml EN be such that ]rnij =Exp (N). Then: tmlt-l=mll+pr =+ rni~‘+~= 1 + 
+ps+l= Exp (N). By what we have seen above, the abelian group N 
has a basis {a, aa, . .., ak} such that 1~~1 1~8 for i = 2, . . . . k and Ial =p~+l. 
Moreover (tp, up, as, . . . , ak) is clearly the center of PI. Let 5 E Aut (PI). 
Then t’= ttnuu, 1 <i <p - 1, n E Z(P,), u some integer, and a’=aJw@~, 
1 <j<p- 1, m E Z(P,) n N, r some integer. Since W-l E PI’= (up’) we 
have W-l = a@ # 1 for a certain d + O(p). By changing generators we 
can assume that W-l =a~‘. Since [t, a] =a~’ we obtain the following 
formula : [t”, a(] = [ta nuu, aj mW] = [tf, a’] = [t, a]o = aalp. But also ati = tP”-‘, 
whence [t’, a’] = (a’)@ = (t’)p”-‘, so (J)P” = (ti n@)Paml = ttP”-l= ai@. She 
the latter element is also equal to &J’, it follows that j = 1. Hence the 
factor L&(PI)/Z(PI) of order p is centralized by the full automorphism 
group of PI. By an easy argument which is given in the appendix, we 
see that proof of case b) is complete. 
c. Although the statement of b) holds exactly in case c), the method 
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of the proof is quite different. In [2] we found that Q&-i(Pr) is a charac- 
teristic maximal subgroup of Pi (#(N, tp) in general!). In this case we 
have also, following [2], that the element t can be chosen such that It] jp”i. 
Here s equals OL- 1. N has a basis (a, a2, . . . . ok] such that ]a( =p”, ]&I ]p”i 
for i=2, . . . . k. Hence Q+i(Pi) = (0, ~2, . . . , uk, t) = (Z(Pi) n N, t). Further 
Z(J%)=<@,az, ***, uk, tp). Let /? E Aut (Pi), then us=ccltrz, zeZ(Pi) n N, 
f=t~tW, wed n N, l<i,j<p-1. Hence: 
[t, uy = [cs, uq = [tf ww, d tf x] = [tt, d tq = [t‘, u-q = [t, u-p = uff@-l, 
and 
Therefore i= 1. So Aut (Pi) centralizes s2,-i(Pi)/Z(Pi), and by the same 
argument as used at the end of the proof of b), we conclude that the 
proof of case c) is complete. 
d. Let a E N such that Ial =Exp (N) =pd. As in c): S=OL- 1. From [2] 
we know that (N, tp) is a characteristic maximal subgroup of PI. Hence, 
with p=tintW, bEAut(Pi), nEN, l<i<p-1, and d=rntti, mEN, we 
obtain using that tp E Z(Pl): 
tat-1 = ul+pa-*, 
ti ntPr mtP1 t-W n-1 t-i = (mtti)*+P”-*, 
ttnmn-lt-f=ml+pa-l 9 
t~mt-t=ml+p"-l=m(l+pa-l)i=ml+t~-l, 
m((-*)Paml = 1. 
Since Ial =~p”, we have lrnl =@, so we find i= 1. Hence Aut (PI) centralizes 
PI/(N, tp), and the proof is complete by the procedure to be described 
in the appendix. 
The proof of the whole theorem is complete. 
APPENDIX 
In the course of the proof of the theorem mentioned above, we dealt 
with the following situation: 
Let G be a group, K a characteristic subgroup of G, T/K a charac- 
teristic subgroup of G/K, and H/K a characteristic subgroup of G/K 
containing T/K. Then we asserted that “Aut (G/K) centralizes H/K 1 T/K” 
implies “Aut (G) centralizes HIT”. We give the proof here. 
Let G = G/K, g= H/K, p= T/K. Notice that the hypotheses on K, 
i!i and p imply that H 1 T and that H and T are both characteristic in G. 
Let oc E Aut (G). Then cx gives rise to an automorphism & E Aut (a) by 
means of the definition g(8) = or(g) for all g E G; of course S is the class 
6 Indagationes 
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of g mod K. FL centralizes H/T, i.e. @i)F=ET for any A contained in 8. 
Let heH, then or(h)h-~EF, hence OI(~)WKET/K, so oc(h)h-BET. Hence 
a(h)T = hT for any h E H, as was to be proved. 
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